Abstract --In the present three-part paper we utilize interval analysis techniques to devise an algorithm which enables us to obtain estimates of bounds for the set of all solutions of initial-value problems of linear systems of autonomous first-order ordinary differential equations that linearly depend on a parameter belonging to an interval. Our results are of interest in many types of applications. We cite here as examples the tolerance problem in electric circuits (where components such as resistors, capacitors, etc., have tolerances associated with them), optimal control problems with large tolerances on a parameter (where sensitivity analysis methods fail), and the like.
I. INTRODUCTION
N THE present paper and in two companion papers I [l] , [2] , we utilize interval analysis techniques to obtain estimates of bounds for the set of all solutions of initialvalue problems of linear systems of autonomous first-order ordinary differential equations that linearly depend on a parameter belonging to an interval. The motivation for studying this problem includes many interesting applications. We cite here as examples the tolerance problem in electric circuits (where components such as resistors, capacitors, etc., have tolerances associated with them), optimal control problems with large tolerances on a parameter (where sensitivity analysis methods fail), and the like.
In the sequel, when refemng to the "present three-part Manuscript received January 21, 1987; revised December 2, 1987 . The work of A. N. h4ichel was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS 88-02924. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor F. M. A. Salam.
paper," we will actually have in mind three papers (Part I, which is the present paper; Part 11, which refers to [l] ; and Part 111, which refers to [2] ) while when spealung of the "present paper," we will have in mind the subject paper on hand.
A. Summary of Results
In Part I of the present three-part paper we establish new results for continuous and rational interval functions whch are of interest in their own right and which may find additional useful applications elsewhere. In doing so, we construct a complete metric space, (9, p), of continuous interval functions of an interval variable whch includes the C ( [ a , b ] ) real function space and the united extensions of its member functions f defined by f ( [ a , b ] ) U, E ,=, b l f ( [~, X I ) ( [ a , b ] denotes the interval determined by a Q x Q b and [ a , a ] denotes the degenerate interval determined by a Q x Q a ) . We show that the rational interval functions belong to t h s space and exlubit the inclusion property f ( [ a , b ] ) 3 ! ([a, b] ). Defining a partition of the interval I = [ a , b ] by I: A [ a ( n - 
( n -i)a + i b ] / n , i = 1,. . 0 , n , we establish the convergence result f ( Z ) 3 lim,,.+mU~=l f(1:) =!(I). (That is, the convergence result (Theorem 14) states that by using a sufficiently fine partition of I and by computing the union of the interval function over the partition sub-intervals, it is possible to approximate the exact range of the interval function for x E J , f( . I ) , as closely as desired.) Next, we extend the above results to continuous and rational interval matrix functions of an interval variable, including a convergence result for interval matrix functions of an interval variable (Theorem 14M) similar to Theorem 14 above.
In Part I I of the present three-part paper (i.e., in [l]), we show that the sequence of partial sums obtained from the infinite series representation of the interval exponential function is a Cauchy sequence whch converges to a member function of the complete metric space of continuous interval functions of an interval variable, (g, p), introduced in this paper. We devise a technique to compute an approximation g" of the interval exponential function g ( [ a , b] ) 4 exp ([a, b ] ) which, for B > 0, provides the error
0098-4094/S8/0090-1129$01.00 01988 IEEE g ([ a , b ] ) 1 E([ a , b ] ) ( S is an augmented k th-order partial sum for the exponential function g and 6 depends on the size of k ) . Finally, we apply the convergence result of Part I (Theorem 14) to reduce conservativeness when obtaining estimates for g by the above results. Next, we extend the above development to continuous interval matrix functions of an interval variable (including the application of the convergence result of Part I (Theorem 14M)). In addition, in order to obtain optimal estimates of error bounds for the augmented truncated series representation of the interval matrix exponential function (augmented partial sum), we make use of Householder norms. Also, to reduce the inherent conservativeness of interval arithmetic operations, we utilize the nested form for interval polynomials and the centered form for interval arithmetic representations in computing partial sums for the interval matrix exponential. Finally, in order to obtain true estimates from our algorithmic results, we employ machine bounding arithmetic in computing partial sums for the interval matrix exponential.
In Part 111 of the present three-part paper (i.e., in , and G , and G , denote real n X n matrices. Using
we generate for the above initial-value problem M subproblems given by i = ( G , + 8G,)x, x(0) = xo,
We use the results of Part I and Part I1 to establish an algorithm which enables us to obtain bounds at any desired point in time t for the interval solutions for the above M subproblems. The interval solution for the (entire) initial-value problem given above is then obtained by taking the union over the subproblem interval solutions, producing interval bounds or envelopes for the set of all solutions associated with the interval vector initial condition xo and the perturbation parameter 6, including the effects of algorithmic computer truncation or rounding errors. We demonstrate the applicability of our results by considering three specific examples: an RLC circuit, an instrument servo-mechanism, and the design of a minimum plant sensitivity optimal regulator.
B. Background Material and Related Results
The general mathematical tools employed in the present three part paper are rather modest: they include some algebra (see, e.g., In [SI and [9], Moore applies interval techniques to initial-value problems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations to determine numerical error inclusive bounds for solution trajectories; he does not consider trajectory bounds which also include the effects of a perturbation parameter in the differential equations. We emphasize that whereas our results are certainly related to existing works on interval analysis (see, e.g., [SI- [15] , as well as the extensive bibliographies gven in these references), as stated earlier, to the best of our knowledge, the results of the present three-part paper have not been reported elsewhere in form, scope, or generality.
C. Outline of the Present Paper
The present paper (i.e., Part I of the present three part paper) consists of seven sections. In Section 11, we establish some basic notation and we note that interval arithmetic is not endowed with a rich algebraic structure. In Section 111, we introduce some additional essential notation and we introduce a metric space as our appropriate mathematical setting. In Section IV, we explore some pertinent properties of continuous interval functions while in Section V we examine properties of rational interval functions. In Section VI, we extend the results of Sections 111-V to matrix interval functions. Finally, the present paper is concluded with pertinent comments in Section VII. 
( 1 ) The mathematical systems { 7, + } and { 7, + } are commutative semigroups with identities but fail as groups.
Hence, the mathematical system { 7, +, e } will fail as a ring. Indeed, . is not distributive with respect to + and thus { Y, + , . provided that in the case of /, 0 4 L. This property of interval arithmetic is called monotonic inclusion.
Since { 7, + } is not an Abelian group, interval arithmetic does not yield the structure of a linear space. However, using the set inclusion relation, it is possible to partially order Y and by defining binary interval oper-ations of meet and join (which conceptually parallel the inf and sup, respectively) it is possible to satisfy the structure of a lattice.
TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE: METRIC SPACES
From above it is clear that the interval arithmetic operations do not give rise to a particularly rich algebraic structure. Things are a little better for topological structure. The workable abstract mathematical setting which we will employ is that of metric space. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the theoretical functional analysis development presented in this paper as a generalization and extension of the concepts introduced in The space { X , D,} is complete.
Proposition 1: Let X, be the subset of X defined by X I = { x E X: x1 Q x , } . Then {XI, D,} is a complete metric subspace of { X , 0,).
Proof: X , is the half plane above and including the line 
The space { 7, p } is a complete metric space.
Proof: p is clearly a metric on Y. Let f be the
and f is an isometry. Since { .7, p } is isometric to the complete space { X,, D,}, it is complete. H Proposition 3: Let X , c X , be defined by X , = { x E X,: Using the isometry defined in Proposition 2, it follows that {TI, p } is also complete and compact since it is isometric to the complete and compact metric space { X,, D,} of Proposition 3. H Remark 1: a) Since the isometry f of Proposition 2 provides a convenient geometric interpretation for Y and YT in the plane X = R2, this conveyance can be used to illustrate the various concepts involved and the notation for the elements of Y will be used directly on the plane.
The symbol will occasionally be used to emphasize an isometric correspondence. b) The real line R , when considered as the metric space For brevity in notation in the interval multiplication, tI, the degenerate interval [ t , t ] has been indicated here simply by t. H
IV. CONTINUOUS INTERVAL FUNCTIONS

I
We now address continuous interval functions. Specifically, let 9 = { fl f : SI + 7, f is continuous on S,}.
Then p is a metric on 9 (assume f , g, h E 9) since (0 by the symmetry of P , P(f, g ) = P(g, f); Since N ( c ) is independent of J , it is therefore true that the sequence { f,,} converges uniformly to f on TI.
By the triangle inequality, for any J , Jo E YI and for any n, and (iii) by the triangle inequality for p ,
By the uniform convergence of the sequence { f,}, the first and third terms can be made less than ~/ 3 by choosing n sufficiently large. But since each f,, is continuous on 7, and YI is compact, each f,, is also uniformly continuous on TI and, therefore, there is a 6 = 6(r) such that if ( J ) , f " ( J ) l .
c) The above terminology in item b is used by Moore [8, p. 181. He refers the reader to a definitive article on fixed point theorems for multivalued functions [16, p. 5521. Although thn article has its foundations in the more advanced topological concepts of Peano spaces (c.f. compact Hansdorff spaces in [17] ), it still does not precisely include our case considered herein. As will be seen. this
and, thus p ( f , g ) functions.
P(f, h ) + P(h9 g).
Thus { F, p } is a metric space of continuous interval matter takes on meaning at a considerably less abstract level of discussion. d) In the following, it will be the practice to omit the terminology "united extension of f" and simply assume the correspondence f, f and { f, }, { f, }. The following proposition gives significance to t h s definition in terms of the metric space adopted here.
Proposition 6: For arbitrary f E { 9, p } and J E YI,
x € J where p ( J ) = jgfJf"([.,xl) and q ( J ) = supfR ([x,x1) . ( J ) . Since f is continuous on YI and YI is compact, 
It is then sufficient to show that every interior point of [ p ( J ) , 4 ( J ) ] is contained in U X E J f ( [ x , x]). But t h s must be true since f is continuous on YI and the subset S is connected (note U, E , t = J ) . Thus
U f ( [ x , x I ) 3 [ p ( J ) , q ( J ) ]
x € J and since the set inclusion relation holds both ways, equality is obtained.
Proo) For continuity of f on 6, it is necessary and sufficient to show that for each J E q , each sequence 
V. RATIONAL INTERVAL FUNCTIONS
An interval function will be called a rational interval function if it is defined and can be expressed as a rational interval arithmetic expression in the interval variable and a finite set of constant coefficient intervals. 
where p is defined as before on 7. The completeness of Since it is assumed that the rational interval function is defined, t h s precludes the occurrence of such an exception.) Therefore, the interval arithmetic operations are continuous.
Since the rational interval functions may at most consist of a finite number of interval arithmetic operations, by repeated use of the continuity of the composition of the continuous interval arithmetic operations, the rational interval functions are continuous and hence belong to { 9 , p } .
Proposition 9:
For any rational interval function f E { F, p } and arbitrary J E YI, f(J> 3 f ( J ) U f ( h 4).
The result is inherently obvious from the monotonic inclusion property of the interval arithmetic operations and the definition of the rational interval function. Since a finite number of these operations is involved and since for every
To prove that equality may not be achieved, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the set inclusion may not go the
Corollary 10: For any rational interval function f E { 9, p } and arbitrary J E FI, if K E YI, and J 3 K , then Proof: By Proposition 9, f ( K ) 3 f ( K ) . For the definition of the rational interval function and the monotonic inclusion property of interval arithmetic it follows that f ( J ) 3 f( K ). Equality may be precluded by demonstrat-
Thus f , ( J ) has been selected so that and t h s relation converges to the relation that there is a number N ( c ) such that if n 2 N ( c ) , then By Proposition 12 then,
For by the uniform continuity of f on Yl, it is possible to select N ( E ) so that if n > N ( E ) , J has been partitioned into 4"'s such that for each 1 and for every x E J,",
I4,, (J) . k = 1 , 2 , . . .
N E )
and this is true for any J E Y1 and any n in the assumed method of partitioning of J .
By Corollary 11, for each i = 1; . ., n , since J 2 4, f(J) 3 f( 4 ) 2 f( 4). By Proposition 12 again, and this implies that for each I and every x E J,",
.
We are now in a position to state and prove one of the principal results of t h s paper.
But the immediate consequence of this produces the second part of the claim,
Theorem 14: Let { fk} + f be any Cauchy sequence of
. . , n ; n = 1 , 2 ; . .
Proof: Since for any J E YI and for any n , Proposition 13 provides that Thus it is always possible to select n sufficiently large so that no matter how small the number E > 0,
it is obvious that n and t h s is possible for each J E Yr. .
For arbitrary E , 0, denote the closed S (~< J > ,
closely as desired.
Remark 4: In other words, Theorem 14 implies that by using a sufficiently large number in the specified partition of J and computing the union of the interval function over the partition subintervals, it is possible to approximate the exact range of the interval function for x E J , f ( J ) , as n -m 1 -1 in by t c K for every t E S( f( J ) , E ) } . This is a unique element in .7, since S( f( J ) , E ) is a closed and bounded collection of closed intervals in .7 and as such, each of its members must be a subset of some maximal closed interval which belongs to the collection, namely, f, ( J ) .
VI. MATRIX INTERVAL FUNCTIONS
We now extend the results presented thus far to matrixvalued interval functions. In the following, we identify the generalized results by the same corresponding number designations for propositions, corollaries, etc., except that the letter M will be appended to indicate the matrix case.
Define Let
,7"'= {set of all n X n matrices where each of its More will be said about the fixed real vector U in part 2 of the present three part paper (i.e., in [l] ). Proposition 2M: The metric space { Fn2, U } is complete. Proof: Let { A k } be an arbitrary Cauchy sequence in { Yn2,u}. Since U is a fixed positive vector, define the fixed constant
S ( F , G ) = SUP { a ( F ( J ) , G ( J ) ) ) .
(12)
Then { is a metric, since {( F , G ) = 0 if and only if F = G , and
is the metric space of continuous interval matrix functions.
Proposition 5M: The metric space (Sn2, I} is complete.
. Proposition 6M: For arbitrary F E 9"' and J E 6,
where for each i, j
O<Q=min{;}<l. -P ( a ; j , ) < €1 and P ( a;jk> a i j , ) < E .
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, for each i, j , { aijk } is a Cauchy sequence in { F7 p } and since that metric space is com-
Thus
Corollary 9M: For any rational interval matrix function
and therefore { Fn2, U } is complete since { A k } is an arbitrary Cauchy sequence in { Sn2, U } .
Remark 5: The subsequent interval matrix function results can be proved in a manner similar to the preceding "scalar" cases. Accordingly, the proofs of the remaining results will not be given here.
F ( J ) 3 F ( K ) 3 F ( K ) .
Proposition IOM: Let { F k } + F be an arbitrary Cauchy sequence in { Fn2, S}. Then { Fk} is a Cauchy sequence in { F n 2 , { } converging uniformly to F E { S n z , {}. Proposition I I M : Let { F k } + F be an arbitrary Cauchy sequence of rational interval matrix functions in { Fn', 1). 
F ( J )~F ( K )~F ( K ) .
Proposition 12M: Let F E { %"*, { } have the property that for any J E q , F ( J ) 3 F ( J ) . Let J = [d,, d,,,] and
... U F ( J , ) 3 F ( J ) and U F ( J , ) ~7 . "~.
Proposition 13M: Let { F k } -F be any Cauchy sequence of rational interval matrix functions in { s'*, [ >. For a n y J E Yf, let J = [d,, d,+J and J, = [d,, d,+l Since the partial sums in the interval infinite matrix series representation of the interval matrix exponential function define a sequence of rational interval matrix functions, if thls sequence is Cauchy, Theorem 14M provides a convergence philosophy for evaluating an interval fundamental matrix which element-wise contains the actual closed interval range of values for the perturbed fundamental matrix for all values of the perturbation parameter and does so as closely as desired.
Whle interval post-multiplication of this interval fundamental matrix by the interval vector initial condition in the linear homogeneous initial-value problem (described by ordinary differential equations) will certainly produce an interval vector solution bound or envelope for the set of all solutions associated with the parameter variation, it is not difficult to understand that this result will be unduly conservative.
This inconvenience may be recognized by observing that in forming the interval fundamental matrix, the union over the partition subintervals in Theorem 14M (or Proposition 13M) is elementwise independent and, therefore, the partition subinterval "signature" is lost within and between elements. Consequently, a less conservative interval vector bound solution for the set of all solutions associated with the perturbation parameter will be obtained if the union is performed before this "signature" is lost by tahng the union over the interval vector solution bounds obtained for each partition subinterval. This in fact will be the technique that is used in the linear interval integration algorithm (in [l] and [2] ) and since the interval vector initial condition is fixed, Theorem 14M provides the necessary convergence in this technique as well.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the previous sections we first established some essential notation, we noted that the algebraic structure determined by the interval arithmetic operations is not particularly rich and we considered metric space as the appropriate setting for our work. Next, we studied continuous interval functions in general and rational interval functions in particular. In studying interval functions we considered the "scalar" interval functions and matrix interval functions. Although our primary goal was to establish Theorems 14 and 14M, we believe that all of the results of Sections IIILVI are of interest in their own right.
In part 2 of the present three-part paper (i.e., in [ l ] ) , we employ Theorems 14 and 14M in studying "scalar" and matrix exponential interval functions, respectively. In part
